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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the effect of the High Speed Rail (HSR) network expansion in
China on patent activity of cities, for the period 2008-2016. Using exogenous variation
arising from a novel instrument, based on courier’s stations during Ming dynasty, we find
solid evidence that the opening of a HSR station is associated with an increase ina city’s
innovation activity. We report evidence that this relationship exists not only in the large
urban centers but also among third-tier cities, more peripheral in the urban system of
Chinese cities. Among the several reasons why HSR inter-city connectivity increases city
innovation, we explore the role of inter-city technology diffusion. In par- ticular, we
compute least-cost paths based on the speed of each HSR line and we docu- ment for the
first time that an increase in a city’s connectivity to other cities specializingin a specific
technological field through the HSR network increases the probability for the city to
specialize in the same technological field, which we interpret as evidenceof knowledge
diffusion. We also find that the expansion of HSR network enhances cross-city copatenting and the geographical mobility of inventors.
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Introduction

Over the last decades, China has become a science and technology powerhouse, and ambitions to become an innovation global leader by mid of the 21st century (Veugelers, 2017).
Since 2011, the China National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA) has outnumbered other patent offices, like the JPO or the USPTO, in terms of the applications it receives
(WIPO, 2012). If one concentrates on the international innovations actually produced in
China’s territory (patent families produced by Chinese firms and inventors, and with at least
one extension abroad), China has recently overcome the Republic of Korea, reaching 14% of
all patent production, not far from other big patent producers (US, 21.1%; Japan, 21%;
Europe, 23.9%) (WIPO, 2019). Yet, as in many other countries, the internal spa-tial
distribution of innovation is highly skewed. While Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen- Hong
Kong concentrated 36.5% of all internationally-oriented patents produced in China in
1991-1995, these three leading innovation hotspots accounted for 52.2% of all interna- tional
patents in the period 2011-2015 (WIPO, 2019).
Innovation is above all an urban phenomenon (Carlino and Kerr, 2014; Florida et al.,
2017). All sorts of agglomeration economies make individuals, especially high-skilled
ones, more productive in cities (Lucas, 1993). Agglomerations also improve the employeremployee match quality, in turn affecting labor market efficiency and productivity (Moretti,
2019). Larger market access in big cities increases innovator incentives to develop their
ideas (Ellison et al., 2010). Cities allow interacting and learning from peers, favouring localized knowledge spillovers (Jaffe et al., 1993). The generation of new ideas relies upon
the integration and (re)combination of various knowledge bases, which are usually distributed unevenly across different regions (Fleming, 2001; Strambach and Klement, 2012;
Teixeira et al., 2008). Complex activities are concentrated in big cities (Balland et al., 2020)
while rural areas are lagging behind (Rodríguez-Pose, 2018).
Transport infrastructure investments in cities, and across them, affect how people and
firms interact, and may affect the geography of innovation and other economic outcomes
(Agrawal et al., 2017). They allow longer commuting, favoring better quality employeremployee matches and, in general, labor market pooling. They drastically changes market
size and market opportunities of local innovators. Scientists and inventors see increased
their opportunities to collaborate and build new and larger teams, generating more ideas
(Wuchty et al., 2007; Dong et al., 2020). Finally, they allow connecting locations far apart (Cao
et al., 2021) and the recombination of knowledge pieces across the space (Owen-
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Smith and Powell, 2004).
In this paper, we focus on the effect of HSR intercity connectivity on knowledge creation
and diffusion for the period 2008-2016. We find solid evidence that the opening of a HSR
station is associated with an increase in the number of patents per capita of a city. We further argue that this relationship exists not only in the large urban centers but also among
second and third tier cities, more peripheral in the urban system of Chinese cities. We
then investigate the extent to which HSR rollout affects knowledge diffusion, too. First, we
test the effect of the expansion of HSR network on cross-city patent co-applications and inventors’ mobility. These channels allow a broader reach of otherwise localized knowledge
spillovers (Jaffe et al., 1993). Second, we test whether the reduction in transportation cost,
due to infrastructure improvement, affect knowledge diffusion channels, as proxied by
knowledge diversification. In particular, we borrow from the branching literature the idea
of technological diversification (Hidalgo et al., 2007; Hausmann et al., 2007; Essletzbichler, 2015; Rigby, 2015; Boschma, 2017), and study the probability of a city to specialize in
a new technological field, as a function of the specialization patterns of the cities to which
the city connects through HSR, other things being equal. According to the mentioned literature, the probability that a city diversifies in a new technology (develops comparative
advantage) increases with the presence of related technologies in that city, in line with the
principle of relatedness, (Guo and He, 2017; He et al., 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2007, 2018; Gao et
al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2019). Recent examples of this literature include, among others,
Balland et al. (2019), who report evidence that relatedness and knowledge complexity affects the probability of a region to specialize in a given technological field. Petralia et al.
(2017) investigate how the proximity of countries’ existing capabilities to every technology
is associated with the probability to specialize in a new technological field. Finally, Rigby
(2015) documents that technological proximity has an impact on the specialization of US
cities. None of these studies, however, address the issue of diversification thanks to the
connections to the outside world.
This paper also contributes to the literature linking transport infrastructure, such as the
HSR, and economic outcomes in China, which is now vast (Duranton et al., 2013). During
the last decade, there has been a growing interest on linking the effect of HSR in China
to all sorts of economic outcomes. Zheng and Kahn (2013) argue that HSR fosters real estate
prices in nearby secondary cities by offering households and firms a larger menuof
location alternatives. Transportation improvements facilitate individuals accessing the big
urban centers without living within their boundaries. Qin (2017) explores the effect of
3

HSR on GDP in China and find that the economic activities move from peripheral counties to the urban core when the transport cost of people connecting between urban areas is
reduced. Gao et al. (2018) confirm the findings of Qin (2017) using a county-level panel
dataset of China’s Yangtze River region. Lin (2017) finds that access to HSR increases GDP
and urban employment. After a city gets connected to the HSR network, it witnesses an
18% increase in the number of passengers travelling by train and a 9.6% increase in the
number of passengers travelling by any forms of transportation. Finally, Ke et al. (2017)
investigate the effect of HSR projects on economic growth of targeted city nodes. The authors document that the responses to HSR network are heterogeneous and depend from
the location, route, and region of the cities. For instance, cities along the Hu-Ning Segment,
the Yong-Tai-Wen-Fu-Xia Segment, and within the Hunan province along the Wu-Guang
HSR experience positive shocks on their economic growth. Building on the previous paper,
Dong (2018) indicates that employment growth also varies with regard to the different industries. For instance, HSR affects retail/wholesale and hotel/food industries, while leaves
unaffected the other sectors. Hong and Su (2019) show that improvements in the accessibility of Chinese cities have a crucial role in the formation of economic linkages among
these cities. Zou et al. (2019) argue that market access, based on HSR network, contributes
to the economic growth of Chinese cities. On the other hand, Jin et al. (2020) present evidence that the effect of HSR is limited to the mega cities while for the rest of the sample
there is no significant effect. Jiao et al. (2020) document that HSR network should not be
considered as an isolate network. The HSR network facilitates accessibility to the general
rail network and has an uneven impact of the growth of Chinese cities. Finally, Guo et al.
(2021) provides evidence that cities with higher degree and closeness centrality in the
HSR network tend to have less industrial water pollution. They rely on the reallocation
of a high-skilled labour force as a mechanism which leads to the agglomeration of skillintensive and clean industries in cities with higher HSR centrality.
Beyond China, Heuermann and Schmieder (2019) explore the expansion of HSR in Germany and find that a reduction in travel time boosts the number of commuters between
regions. They argue that this effect is mainly driven by workers changing jobs to smaller cities
while keeping their place of residence in larger ones. In addition, Ahlfeldt and Fed- dersen
(2018) analyze the economic impact of the German HSR connecting Cologne and Frankfurt
on the GDP of the three counties with intermediate stops.
More close to our research are the papers of Lin et al. (2015), Tamura (2017), Inoue and
Nakajima (2017), Dong et al. (2020), Cui et al. (2020), Gao and Zheng (2020), Huang and
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Wang (2020) and Komikado et al. (2021). Tamura (2017), Inoue and Nakajima (2017) and
Komikado et al. (2021) investigate the effect of HSR on innovation activities in Japan. The
first two papers consider the opening of the Hokuriku Shinkansen line in 1997 as an exogenous shock. Tamura (2017) studies the changes in citation distances before and after the
opening of the Hokuriku Shinkansen. The author finds that this HSR line facilitatesthe
spreading of innovation activity in regions distant from the metropolitan area. Inoue and
Nakajima (2017) use the opening of the same line to examine the effect of HSR onthe
number of patents made in collaborations. They argue that there is a significant in- crease in
the innovative activities of the establishments near the stations of the rail in both quantity
and quality (citation data). Komikado et al. (2021) find that the existence of HSR stations has
a positive and statistically significant association with knowledge productiv-ity, measured
as annual patent applications divided by employees in each prefecture. Linet al. (2015)
explore the effect of the introduction of HSR technology in China on the local spillovers of
foreign technology transfer. They find that even though the railway firms gain the direct
benefits, the diffusion process did not end there. Their analysis reveal significant spillovers
to nearby firms and not only in terms of more patents, but also as higher pro- ductivity and
revenue growth. Gao and Zheng (2020) combine data from three waves of innovation
surveys on manufacturing firms with data on the rollout of HSR in China andfind that HSR
connection boosts the innovation activity of firms. In addition, they indicate that HSR access
induces the change from process innovation to product innovation. Cuiet al. (2020) explore
the effect of HSR on patent applications filed by all universities and colleges in China. They
apply a DID approach and find that HSR enhances patent collabo- rations across cities. In
addition, they report evidence regarding the collaborations among firms and universities and
intracity and intercity collaborations. Huang and Wang (2020) explore the effect of HSR
network on green innovation. The authors document that HSR network fosters green
innovation in general. They find also that the mechanism behind their results is the mobility
of innovative factors. Finally, Dong et al. (2020) use the ex- pansion of HSR and research
paper publications and citations and argue that co-authors’ productivity increases when
secondary cities are connected by bullet trains to China’s ma- jor cities. The authors
document that more new co-author collaborations take place when their cities connect to the
HSR network.
We build on this literature and contribute to it in several ways. Regarding the benchmark
analysis, we rely on a recent, unique dataset of disambiguated Chinese inventors (Yin et
al., 2020) which covers the entire universe of patent applications at the China National
Intellectual Property Administration database (CNIPA, 2017 edition). Furthermore, we
5

propose a novel identification strategy, which relies on couriers’ stations during the Ming
dynasty (1403–1644) to create exogenous variation for our main independent variable. Previous studies use either the transportation network of 1961-1962 as an instrument (Zheng
and Kahn, 2013; Baum-Snow et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2020), or a difference-in-difference
(DID) approach (Lin, 2017; Qin, 2017; Dong, 2018; Gao et al., 2018; Gao and Zheng, 2020),
among other approaches (Hsiao et al., 2012; Ke et al., 2017; Faber, 2014; Dong, 2018; Gao
et al., 2018; Banerjee et al., 2020).
We also investigate knowledge diffusion (which ultimately affects city innovation), us- ing
the framework of the branching literature. To our knowledge, very few studies ad- dress the
issue of diversification thanks to the connections to the outside world. Baharet al. (2020)
study the effect of immigrant inventors on the technological advantage of nations, finding
that countries tend to diversify in technologies brought in by migrant in- ventors originating
in their countries of origin. In our case, we explore that cities are more likely to develop
comparative advantage in a new technology after increasing its connec- tivity, via HSR
network, with other cities already specialized in that technology. Closeto our mechanism
is a very recent paper of Gao et al. (2021). The authors explore the spillovers across industries
and regions in China’s on regional economic diversification at the province level. They use
HSR network as an instrument and they report that theirmain variables of interest,
relatedness and the number of neighbouring regions facilitate the diffusion of economic
capabilities. They find that the two spillover channels behave as substitutes, meaning that the
marginal contribution of one channel (related industries or nearby regions) is reduced when
the other is sufficiently active.
Finally, we argue that the reduction of transportation costs promotes diffusion linkages
across cities like patent co-applications and mobility of the inventors. In order to understand whether these mechanisms operate, we test the effect of the expansion of HSR network on cross-city patent co-applications and inventors’ mobility. We find that HSR network contributes to the specialization of cities by facilitating these diffusion linkages but
it has not only limited to this.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 revises the rollout of HSR network
in case of China. Section 3 presents the data. Section 4 shows the empirical strategy. Section
5 presents the main results, and section 6 concludes.
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2

The rollout of the HSR Network in China

China has the longest HSR network in the world. China’s HSR network is designed for
speeds of 250–350 km/h (155–217 mph) and it was developed rapidly over the past 15
years with substantial funding from the Chinese government. The first HSR was proposed
in 2004. The purpose of the network was to connect the major cities by using four horizontal and four vertical corridors. Except for the Hangzhou–Shenzhen corridor, all the new
lines were built in parallel to existing conventional lines (Lawrence et al., 2019). However, in 2016 the plan was revised and updated to eight horizontal and vertical corridors
to connect the medium size cities as well. Another aspect of China’s HSR network is that
it complements existing transportation networks (Lin, 2017). The vertical and horizontal
HSR lines provide the basic network which is supplemented with regional and intercity
railway lines (Lawrence et al., 2019). The final aim of HSR is to connect all the cities of 0.5
million inhabitants or more within one to four hours to a megacity.
According to the Ministry of Railway (MOR) the design of the network is based on the
economic growth, population and resource distribution, national security, environmental
concerns and social stability of each region (Lawrence et al., 2019). Figure 1 presents the
expansion of HSR network from 2007 to 2015.

3

Empirical Strategy

We start our analysis by estimating our main model to analyse the role of HSR on the
innovation performance of the Chinese cities:
Yit = α0 + βHSRit−1 + çi + dt + zX it + eit

(1)

where, Yit is the number of patents per capita, in line with the paper of Andersson et al.
(2020), in the city i, in time period t. The main variable of interest is HSRit−1, which contains the straight line distance of any city most populated point to the closest HSR station
as computed in the previous period.1 We include city fixed effects, çi and year fixed effects, dt.
In addition, we control for the average night light activity, the average crop land areaand
the average grazing area, Xit.2 We estimate by OLS and cluster the standard errors atthe
city level. We transform our main independent variable using the inverse hyperbolic
1

A one-lag structure for the effect of HSR on innovation is intuitive because the stations constructed near
the end of the calendar year are likely to affect innovation outcomes only in the following year (Melander,
2020).
2
The average values of these variables are the sum divided by the number of cells in each city.
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Figure 1: Expansion of high speed rail network

(a) 2007

(b) 2008

(c) 2009

(d) 2010

(e) 2011

(f) 2012

(g) 2013

(h) 2014

(i) 2015
Notes: This Figure presents the expansion of high speed rail network from 2007 until 2015. We include only lines with an average speed
250 kilometers per hour and more. Source: Li (2016) and WorldMap (2011).

sine transformation of the parameters (Bellemare and Wichman, 2020).
However, there is a large literature rising concerns regarding potential endogeneity issues. The most common drawback is that the placement of the HSR network could be
endogenous because HSR stations are not randomly established. As a result, transporta- tion
investments may be correlate with outcomes of interest (Andersson et al., 2020) or assigned
through the existing political process (Redding and Turner, 2015). For these rea- sons, we
adopt an identification strategy based on instrumental variables.

3.1

Identification Strategy: Historical Couriers’ Routes and Stations

We rely on couriers’ routes and their stations during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) to create exogenous variation for our analysis. Previous studies use either network infrastructures (Baum-Snow et al., 2017, 2020) or straight line instruments (Banerjee et al., 2020)
or DID approaches (Dong, 2018). We have several reasons to believe that our approach
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contributes to the existing ones. First, we do not base our identification strategy on an old
infrastructure network. An old infrastructure network could correlate with variables that
predicts economic outcomes of interest (Baum-Snow et al., 2017). We argue that, in our case,
the routes represent the least cost paths which couriers used during Ming dynastyto
deliver their messages. Second, we do not use recent land features like in the paper of
Andersson et al. (2020) to construct our least cost routes. Figure 2 presents the routes during Ming dynasty with red lines while with the blue lines are the lines of HSR network.
We argue that the historical couriers’ routes as least cost paths could be strong predictors
of the recent HSR lines. We believe that Ming dynasty is the appropriate time period because, according to Ma et al. (2016), the efficient distribution system of couriers reached
at its peak.
Figure 2: HSR lines in 2016 and Ming routes

(a)

panoramic view of China

(b) mainland of China

Notes: Figure 2 presents the high speed rail lines in 2015 and Ming routes. Source: Li (2016) and WorldMap (2011).

We provide evidence that these routes could assemble a least cost network. Twitchett and
Mote (1998) describe in detail the organization of the courier services and provide
illustrative examples. They argue that there were 1936 operational stations established at
a distance of 35 to 40 km, one from the other. The purpose of the courier routes was not
to connect every county, but to link the provincial and prefectural capitals. They were defined as the major routes of the Ming dynasty. Furthermore, we have strong reasons to
believe that the couriers used the fastest routes. According to Twitchett and Mote (1998)
there was a penalty for the couriers for exceeding the time limits to deliver the mail.3
3 For

exceeding the time limit by a day, a courier was liable to a beating of twenty strokes, plus an addi-
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We compute in QGIS the straight line distance from any most populated point to the
closest courier station. Since the instrument is static, we multiple it with time dummies
(Andersson et al., 2020; Melander, 2020). We expect a positive relation between the instrument and the HSR stations. A city which is far away from the courier stations during
Ming dynasty should also be far away from the HSR stations in recent time period.
Next, we form our first stage equation:
HSRit−1 = α0 + Σ ky (Distance to Courier Station)i + çi + dt + z Xit + eit

(2)

y

where нy is a variable which takes the value 1 if the year is equal to y = 2009, 2010, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 0 otherwise. Distance to courier station has been transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. Consequently, in a second stage,
our main equation is:

Yit = α0 + βĤ SRit−1 + çi + dt + z Xit + sit

(3)

where Ĥ SRit−1 is the fitted value of HSR according to equation 2 and Yit is the number
of patents per capita. The rest of the control variables are the same as in the equation 1.

3.2

The role of HSR on the diffusion of knowledge across cities

3.2.1

HSR and inventors’ mobility and co‐patenting activities

In this section, we particularly look at the effect on cross-city patent co-applications and
inventors’ mobility. Breschi and Lissoni (2009) explore the effect of mobile inventors and
networks of inventors to the diffusion of knowledge across firms and within cities or states.
They find solid evidence that the most important reason why geography matters in constraining the diffusion of knowledge is that limits the mobility of the researchers. As a
result, their co-invention network is also localized. D’Este et al. (2013) study the effect
of geographical proximity on research collaborations between universities and industry.
tional stroke for every three days beyond that, to a maximum of sixty (Twitchett and Mote, 1998). Next,
we provide a story as anecdotal evidence from the book of Twitchett and Mote (1998): "On 23 March, the
Hangchow prefectural government assigned Ch’oe’s party a different escort and issued them with a document empowering them to travel by the courier service. His escort was given an arrival deadline of 11 May,
with threat of punishment should he fail to meet it. Ch’oe was told informally that the journey from Hangchow to Peking would take about forty days, though the deadline gave them forty-seven days in which to
get to the capital." Using the couriers’ routes, they arrived in Peking two days before their travel permit
expired.
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They state that geographical proximity makes universities and industry research partnerships more likely. Breschi and Lenzi (2016) they find that co-invention networks is crucial
for inventive productivity in a sample of US cities. They argue that the co-invention net- work
matters when there is high social proximity between the members in the city andlocal
cliques of co-inventors in which interaction is dense. A developed co-invention net- work
facilitates the interactions among inventors. The inventors built their own knowledge by
interacting with and learning from others. Interactions with better inventors are very
strongly correlated with higher subsequent productivity (Akcigit et al., 2018; Tubiana et
al., 2020). Finally, the mobility of the inventors enhances patent collaborations by helping
them to overcome localization constraints (Miguelez, 2019).
We introduce a gravity equation such as:

Know odt = α0 + βCostodt−1 + çod + dot + zdt + eodt

(4)

where Know odt could be either the number of co-applications or the flow of inventors
across two cities in year t. o is the symbol for origin city and d the symbol for destination city. Costodt−1 is the transportation cost based on HSR lines across two cities as it was
computed in t − 1 period. We include, çod, origin - destination fixed effects, dot, origin - year
fixed effects and z dt , destination - year fixed effects. We double cluster the standard errors at
origin and destination city. We use the OLS model of Correia (2015) to estimate the gravity
equation.
Admittedly, it would be ideal to measure collaborations among inventors across different
regions. However, CNIPA database does not contain information of inventor’s addresses
but only the address of the first applicant (Yin et al., 2020). Assuming inventors from different organizations would involve in co-application, we adopt cross-regional co-application
to proxy for regional collaboration. After filling in the address and thus geocoding data of
non-first applicants with their corresponding information provided in other patents, we
identify 490,314 co-application cases in which 260,030 (about 53.03%) are cross-city collaborations until 2016.
In contrast with the co-application data, the data about the mobility of the inventors is
available until 2014. Moreover, due to the similar data limitations mentioned above, we
identify mobile inventors based on the change of organizations. This means that using
patent data, to be identified as a mover an inventor needs to have at least two different ap11

plicants subsequently throughout his/her patenting history (Marx et al., 2009).4 In addi- tion,
to minimize the possibility of generating fake movers, we filter out moving inventors with
very conservative and strict selection criteria in stemming and matching applicant’s names.
As result, among 2.59 million inventors with more than 2 patents, we filtered 20,532(about
0.79%) inter-organizational mobility cases who moved before 2015.

3.2.2

HSR and technological diversification of cities

We estimate the following equation using the OLS model of Correia (2015), with high
dimensional fixed effects:
entryict = α0 + βCostict−1 + θ RelDenict−1 + çic + dct + hit + eict

(5)

where entryict is a binary variable which switches to 1 if the city i starts to specialize in
a given technology c in year t. Costict−1 is the median transportation cost to the cities that are
specialized in a given technological field. RelDenict−1 is the relatedness density of the city.
We include, city-year fixed effects, hit, ipc-year fixed effects, dct and city-ipc, çic, fixed effects.
We also scale the main independent variable to deal with small values (Bellemare and
Wichman, 2020) and we transform it using the IHS transformation. We cluster the standard
errors at the city level.
Finally, we also include in equation 5 the flows of inventors and the co-applications5
from the cities that already have a RTA larger or equal to 1 to the rest of the cities in the
sample. Our last equation is:

entryict = α0 + βCostict−1 + θ RelDenict−1 + yInvict−1 + µCoict−1 + çic + dct + hit + eict

(6)

where yInvict−1 and µCoict−1 are the inflow of inventors from the cities that are already
specialized in a given technology and co-applications with the cities that are already specialized in a given technology, respectively.
4

Therefore, the identified mobile cases ends in 2015.

5 We have add 1 and multiple by 100 the flows of the inventors and the co-applications to avoid zeros and small

values in the data that could cause distortions before we use the inverse hyperbolic transformation.
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4
4.1

Data
Patent Data

We rely on a unique dataset of disambiguate Chinese inventors. Our source is the China
National Intellectual Property Administration database (CNIPA, 2017 edition). CNIPA
was founded in 1980 as the Patent Office of the People’s Republic of China. As Yin et al.
(2020) indicate, inventor level research in East Asia suffers from the common name problem, i.e., many Chinese share the same name. For example, a search of the name Zhang
Wei hits up to 9,680 patents and 61,037 papers in Wanfang Chinese DBLP database, which
clearly indicates a problem of homonymy. Our patent database does not suffer from these
drawbacks. It relies on a systematic disambiguation process carried out by means of machine learning techniques, using data from 1985 to 2016. It contains the full universe of
Chinese patents, 4,967,900.
The assignment of inventors to cities is based on reverse geocoding using CNIPA’s addresses and Baidu Map’s API (Yin et al., 2020). CNIPA collects only the first applicant’s
address. We allocate the inventors to their cities based on the latitude and longitude of
their address. Our shapefile comes from the National Geomatics Center of China and contains 349 cities for mainland China. We aggregate patent data at the city level to have a
measure of city innovation.

4.1.1 Technological specialization
We look at knowledge diffusion, building on the branching literature mentioned above.
We classify patents in technological classes according to the 4 digits IPC codes. We restrict
our analysis to technological classes that appear in every year. Our final database includes
599 technological classes in total. We rely on the relative technological advantage index to
define our entry variable and also to construct our independent variables, transportation
cost, inflow of inventors, co-applications and relatedness density, for the model of knowledge diffusion. We define the relative technological advantage index for each city as:
patict / c patit
. .

=.

RT A
ict

i

pat ct /

c

i

(7)

patt

where patict is the number of patents that city i produced in technology c in time t. This
index relies on Soete (1987) and it is similar to the Revealed Comparative Advantage(RCA)
index by Balassa (1965). Based on this index we define our main independent and
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dependent variables as explained next.
We define the variable "entry" as a binary indicator which switches to 1 if the city in a
given year starts to specialize in a specific technology. It becomes 1 only when the city i in
a year t has an RTA larger or equal than 1 while in the period t − 1 it was an RTA less than 1.
If the city preserves an RTA larger or equal than 1 the following years it becomes missing
value since a city cannot enter again, by definition, before exiting. As long as a city has an
RTA less than 1 and also the RTA in the period t − 1 was less then 1 it preserves the zero
value.
Our main independent variable, for a given city i in a given year t and for a given technology c is the median transportation cost to the cities that are specialized in the technology c
(or equally cities that have an RTA larger or equal to 1). Thus, the computation of the cost for
every city, year and technological class depends also on the cities that are specialized.
Furthermore, it could be possible to observe an increase in our cost variable because there is
an increase in the number of cities that are specialized in a given technology c in the
year t + 1 comparing to the year t. This is the reason why we use the median cost in our
benchmark analysis. As a robustness test, we provide the results using the total cost in the
Appendix. The intuition behind the use of the median transportation cost is that it does
not get affected from extreme values in the sample as total cost could possibly be affected.
Following the literature on the technological specialization, we compute the relatedness
density variable. First, we created the co-occurrence matrix and we normalize it using the
association probability measure, proposed by van Eck and Waltman (2009). We compute one
co-occurrence matrix for each of the time periods under consideration. We rely on this
matrix to develop the relatedness density index for each set region-technology that
indicates how close a technology is to the existing technological base of a city. The technological base of a city is considered to consist of those technologies in which a city has
developed a specialization, measured as the Revealed Technological Advantage (RTA).
We use the Econ Package in R to compute the relatedness density index (Balland, 2017).
With this variable we measure to what extent the technological base of a city is related to
technology i. The higher the degress of relatedness, the easier we expect city i to specialize in
this technology.
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4.2

Rail Data

Our paper makes use of three different sources to construct the HSR network. We extract
data about HSR stations and lines of China’s High Speed Railway System from Li (2016)
and WorldMap (2011) webpage. We explore the shapefiles of both sources to find the
most precise and accurate placement of lines and stations. In addition, we extract data about
the speed of each line in two different time periods.6 Our final source of data is the official
website of the National Railway Administration of the People Republic of China which
contains the opening years of the HSR stations (www.12306.cn).
As shown in Figure 1, we consider only the lines with an average speed of more than 250
kilometers per hour - in line with the definition of Dong et al. (2020). Our setting allows
us to compute in QGIS the straight line distance in meters from the most populous points
of every city to the closest HSR station.7 We prefer this measure over a binary variable in
terms of higher variation since the HSR network is accessible only through the stations, in
contrast with a road network. We believe that our variable captures better this effect than a
binary indicator. Huang and Wang (2020) apply a similar approach based on the spherical
distance to the closest HSR station. To identify the most populous points we use the raster
file of population in 2007, one year before the arrival of HSR network, from HYDE (2020)
database. We transform the pixels into points and we choose for every city the pixel with the
highest population value. An alternative approach would be to select the city centroids
instead of the most populous points but we believe that our setting is more realistic.
4.2.1

Computation of the transportation cost

The HSR network has been responsible for an enormous reduction in transportation costs
in China. In this section, we shed light of how this reduction affected the specialization of
cities.We start our analysis by computing the accessibility of each city based on the expansion of HSR network in QGIS.
1. We divide China in 0.09o × 0.09o grids. One grid is approximately 80 square kilometers.
2. We use the average travel speed of each line in order to allocate costs to our grids. We
have 3 categories of lines according to their travel speed. Their speed could be 200, 250
6

WorldMap (2011) is until 2011 while Li (2016) is updated until 2016.

7 We have information about the latitude and the longitude of every HSR station.
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or 300 kilometers per hour on average. Then, we create our cost values using the reverse
of the average travel speed. A line with an average speed of 300 kilometers per hour is
assigned a value of 3, for a line with 250 kilometers per hour the value of 4 and for a line with
200 kilometers per hour the value of 5.8
3. Then, we allocate to each grid a cost value of 3, 4 or 5 depending if it is intersected with
a HSR line and the category of the line. If no line is intersected with a grid then thegrid
takes the value of 1000.9 Figure 3 presents an example for the year 2016.
Figure 3: Cost allocation based on the HSR lines

Notes: This graph presents the cost allocation to the grids based on the HSR line
network in 2015. The orange dots are the most populous points and the black
lines are the borders of the cities. The blue grids intersect with a line that have
an average speed of 300 kilometers per hour, the red girds intersect with a line
that has an average speed of 250 kilometers per hour and finally, the pink grids
intersect with a line that has an average speed of 200 kilometers per hour. Authors’
computations.
8
9

We compute these values for each grid by simple doing (1/average travel speed of HSR line)*1000.
We compute the values by using the reverse of the average travel speed. Our cost values are between 0
and 1, before we multiple them by 1000. We assign the value 1 to the grids that not crossed by a HSR line. Next,
we multiple the value 1 by 1000. The intuition to assign a such high value is that these grids can onlybe
crossed by walking. Even, if there is an alternative transportation network, like roads, since it does not change
dramatically over our study period, from 2007-2016, its effect should be captured by the time fixed effects.
Over this time window, the government’s focus was mainly the expansion of the HSR network.
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4. Next, we create our cost raster files, one for each year.
5. We apply Dijkstra (1959) algorithm to compute the least cost paths for a given city
most populated point i to all the other cities’ most populated points except i. It is a typical
minimisation problem based on the least cost surface which selects the optimal route. The
result is 123,201 least cost paths for every year which can be summarized in the following
cost matrix:

6. Finally, we compare the costs between city pairs and between two different consecutive years (t and t + 1) and we assign always in year t the lower of the two costs (Perlman,
2015).
We then aggregate the cost for a given city i to move to all the other cities except i and
the result of our exercise appears in Figure 4. Along the period considered, it is clearly
observed a reduction in transportation cost due to the expansion of HSR network. This is
a typical approach used in the literature to compute accessibility and to define market access (Donaldson and Hornbeck, 2016; Hornbeck and Rotemberg, 2019). Next, we use this
computed transportation cost to explore how the connectivity to a HSR network is associated with the technological specialization of cities (Bahar et al., 2020; Balland et al., 2019).

4.3

Other data and Variables

In order to control for economic activity at the city level we rely on night light data. According to the previous literature, night light data is a decent proxy for economic activity
(Henderson et al., 2011; Mellander et al., 2015). In addition, Kulkarni et al. (2012) report
evidence that for only a very low count of prefectures (between 5 to 10%) the night lights
are not a good proxy for determining local GDP in case of China. We make use of the har17

Figure 4: Transportation costs

(a) 2007

(b) 2008

(c) 2009

(d) 2010

(e) 2011

(f) 2012

(g) 2013

(h) 2014

(i) 2015

Notes: Following method in section 4.2.1 this graph presents the reduction in transportation costs. Authors’ computations.

monized global nighttime light dataset in the period 1992-2018 given in Li et al. (2020).
We extract a large set of control variables from HYDE (2020) database (Goldewijk et al.,
2010, 2011).10 HYDE (2020) provides (gridded) time series of population and land use for
the last 12,000 years. We use raster files to determine the population, cropland and grazing
area at the city level.
Finally, we control for the access to airports since recent literature finds a positive association between air connectivity and patenting (Wong, 2019). We make use of the Civil
Aviation Administration of China website (CAAC, n.d.) to obtain data regarding the number of passengers. All these data comes at the airport level so that we use reverse geocod- ing
in the names of the airports and aggregate the passenger data at the city level. Table1
separates the variables, we use, by estimation model and presents the summary statistics.
10

We use the baseline estimates of the version 3.2.
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Table 1: Summary statistics
Variable
Model of innovation performance
Patents per 10,000 People
Distance to HSR stations
Distance to Ming stations
Average night light area
Average crop area
Average grazing area
Air transportation (passengers)
Model of knowledge diffusion
Entry
Median transportation cost X RTA
Patent co-applications X RTA
Inflow of inventors X RTA
Relatedness density
Mobility ‐ Gravity Model
Inventors
Total transportation cost
Patent Co‐applications ‐ Gravity Model
Patent collaborations
Total transportation cost

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

N

2.1344
0
4.8374
670647.8034 894601.0487 864.9210
2271453.5489 4921132.4595 322.2391
7.1898
8.1819
0.0014
18.7441
12.6208
0.0018
19.1303
13.3489
0.3243
1929347.2098 8063795.7783
0

54.1197
4857224.5
24786600
58.3364
44.6337
61.6345
107543629

3141
3141
3141
3141
3141
3141
3141

0.0883
326039.5001
14.1078
0.4797
5.4251

0.2837
317719.5295
93.3737
1.9777
16.745

0
117.338
0
0
0

1
1822684.5
6644
60
100

1631595
1631595
1631595
1631595
1631595

0.0074
475507.0006

0.1404
383637.1529

0
58.669

16
2041284.625

845292
845292

0.2172
407232.361

5.4278
374537.709

0
25

1248
2041284.625

546534
546534

Notes: Summary statistics for all the variables (Model of innovation performance: 349 cities from 2008-2016. Model of knowledge
diffusion: 348 cities from 2008-2016. Mobility - Gravity model: 348 cities from 2008-2014. Patent collaborations - Gravity model: 348
cities from 2008-2016.). Model of innovation performance: The number of patents per capita is the number of patent applications for
every city divided by the population of the city. Distance to HSR Station 250 is the computed straight line distance (in meters)from
the most populated point of a city to the closest high speed rail station. The rest of the control variables are the computed average
night light area for every city, the cropland area for every city, the average land used for grazing for every city and as air
transportation, we control for the number of passengers. Instrument: Distance to Ming stations is the distance in meters from the
most populous point of a city to the closest courier station during Ming dynasty. Model of knowledge diffusion: The entry variable
is a binary indicator which switches to 1 if the city in a given year starts to specialize in a specific technology. Median transportation
cost is the median computed transportation cost using the HSR to the cities that are specialized in a given technology. Patent coapplications are the patent co-applications of every city with the cities that are specialized in a given technology. Inflow of inventors are
the inventors that move from one city that specialize in a given technology to the other cities. The relatedness density index foreach
set region-technology indicates how close a technology is to the existing technological base of a city. The technological baseof a
city is considered to consist of those technologies in which a city has developed a specialization, measured as the Revealed
Technological Advantage (RTA). Mobility ‐ Gravity model: The inventors are the labor flows of the inventors that move from
one city to the other. The total transportation cost is the total computed transportation cost using the HSR between pair of cities.
Patent collaborations ‐ Gravity model: The patent co-applications are the patent co-applications between pair of cities. The total
transportation cost is the total computed transportation cost using the HSR between pair of cities.
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5
5.1

Results
The role of HSR on innovation performance

Table 2 contains the first stage estimates. The effect of the instrument on the distance to the
high speed station solely comes from cross-sectional variation. Based on that, the positive
sign means that for a given city if it is close to a courier station during Ming dynasty is also
close to a HSR station in a more recent time period. Both variables have the same initial
unit of analysis, meters. We standardize all our variables of interest.
Table 2: First stage: Distance to courier stations and distance to HSR stations
Dep. var. =
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2009
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2010
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2011
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2012
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2013
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2014
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2015
IHS Distance to Courier Station X 2016
IHS Average Night Light
Sample Size
City FE
Year FE
Sample

IHS Distance to Stations
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.0693∗∗∗
0.0680∗∗∗
0.0647∗∗∗
[0.0099]
[0.0098]
[0.0091]
0.1388∗∗∗
0.1373∗∗∗
0.1323∗∗∗
[0.0141]
[0.0141]
[0.0134]
0.1738∗∗∗
0.1742∗∗∗
0.1670∗∗∗
[0.0155]
[0.0156]
[0.0151]
0.1607∗∗∗
0.1616∗∗∗
0.1585∗∗∗
[0.0162]
[0.0162]
[0.0157]
0.1639∗∗∗
0.1651∗∗∗
0.1654∗∗∗
[0.0163]
[0.0163]
[0.0157]
0.1792∗∗∗
0.1804∗∗∗
0.1826∗∗∗
[0.0172]
[0.0172]
[0.0166]
0.1487∗∗∗
0.1500∗∗∗
0.1525∗∗∗
[0.0206]
[0.0208]
[0.0212]
0.1334∗∗∗
0.1346∗∗∗
0.1382∗∗∗
[0.0207]
[0.0210]
[0.0214]
-0.4592∗∗∗
-0.4314∗∗∗
-0.4077∗∗∗
[0.1033]
[0.1035]
[0.0912]
3141
3105
2988
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Full
Second and Third
Third

Notes: First stage regression results based on equation 2. The dependent variable is the straight line distance in meters from the most populous point of a city to the closest high speed railway station. Distance
to a courier station is the straight line distance in meters from the most populous point of a city to the closest
courier station. Average night light data controls for the economic activity of a city. We control for the average
cropland area and the average land used for grazing. The variables distance to a HSR station and distance to
a courier station have been transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. Clustered standard
errors at the city level are reported in the brackets.

Next, we move to our benchmark results in Table 3. Panel A contains the OLS results and
panel B the IV. Both OLS and IV coefficients coefficients for distance to HSR are significant
and negative meaning that for a given city a reduction in the distance to the closest station is associated with an increase in the number of patents per capita. More specifically,
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one standard deviation decrease in the distance to a HSR station results in an increase by
0.246% in the patents per capita, panel B column 1. In the second column, we remove the
first tier cities according to the definition of Fang et al. (2015). We see that the coefficient
of the IV estimate is now getting reduced. In the final column we keep only the third tier cities.
In column 2 and 3 we observe a reduction in the IV coefficients of distance to HSR station and
become significant at 5%, compared to column 1 which is at 1%. The exclusion of the big
urban centers affects the magnitude of the IV estimates. However, the fact that the
coefficients are still significant at 5% shows that the diffusion process is partially drivenalso
from the second and third tier cities. Both control variables in this regression, night light
activity and passengers by air, have a positive effect on innovation activity.
Table 3: Main Results: HSR and Innovation

Dep. var. =
Panel A
IHS Distance to Stations
Average Night Light
Flight Passengers
R-squared
Panel B
IHS Distance to Stations
Average Night Light
Flight Passengers
First-Stage F-stat
Sample Size
City FE
Year FE
Sample

Patents per capita
(1)
OLS
-0.1183∗∗∗
[0.0343]
0.6184∗∗∗
[0.1813]
0.5609∗∗∗
[0.1696]
0.83
IV
-0.2461∗∗∗
[0.0868]
0.5454∗∗∗
[0.1852]
0.5365∗∗∗
[0.1722]
18.52
3141
Yes
Yes
Full

(2)
(3)
OLS
OLS
-0.1201∗∗∗
-0.1225∗∗∗
[0.0342]
[0.0364]
∗∗∗
0.6557
0.6387∗∗∗
[0.1787]
[0.1866]
∗∗∗
0.6008
0.4164∗∗
[0.1487]
[0.1859]
0.77
0.75
IV
IV
∗∗
-0.2176
-0.2144∗∗
[0.0848]
[0.0851]
∗∗∗
0.6023
0.5906∗∗∗
[0.1779]
[0.1863]
∗∗∗
0.5749
0.3940∗∗
[0.1527]
[0.1887]
18.47
18.97
3105
2988
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Second and Third
Third

Notes: Main results. The dependent variable is the number of patents divided by population. Distance to high
speed rail stations contains the straight line distance in meters from the most populous point of a city to the
closest high speed railway station. Average night light data controls for the economic activity of acity. We
control for the average cropland area and the average land used for grazing of a city. The variable distance to
a HSR station has been transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. Panel A contains the
OLS results based on equation 1 and panel B the IV estimates based on equation 3. Clustered standard errors
at the city level are reported in the brackets.

According to Dong et al. (2020) an explanation for the larger IV estimates is that the Chi21

nese government intentionally planned some HSR stations to lagging areas to help them
grow. This could explain the downward bias in the OLS estimates.
Finally, our results are not affected even when we use the stations with access to a line that
has an average speed of 200 kilometers or more. As a robustness test we repeat the same
regressions and we include in our analysis these stations in Table 7 in the Appendix.

5.2

The role of HSR on knowledge diffusion

Table 4 presents the regression results of transportation cost on co-applications as in equation 4. According to column 1, we find that one standard deviation decrease in the transportation cost is associated with an approximately 0.046% increase in patent co-applications
across cities. In column 2, we split our focal variable in ranges of 250 km.11 We see that the
cities which are close in terms of distance are the ones that are most benefited in terms of
patent co-applications. However, the next two categories which are benefited the most are
the cities that are most far away with a coefficient 0.1697 and 0.1541.
Next, we move on to the Table 5 and show the regression results of transportation costs
on inventors’ mobility. According to the first column, the coefficient is negative but not
significant. Similar to the Table 4, we regress in the 2nd column the different categories on
the mobility of inventors. The evidence of the 2nd column is ambiguous. The coefficients
of the first two categories are negative meaning that for the cities which have a straight
line distance, between them, of less than 500 km a reduction in transportation increases the
mobility of the inventors. Then, for the cities in the middle, there is no effect of transportation cost on the mobility of inventors. In the last category the coefficient is positive and
significant meaning that a reduction in transportation cost reduces the mobility of inventors. One plausible explanation for the positive sign could be that the travelling cost
via the HSR for the citizens of these pairs of cities is prohibitive so instead of commuting they
decide to change their employer.
Table 6 summarizes the results of the technological specialization model model. The
median transportation cost has a negative and strong effect on the probability of entry.
One standard deviation decrease in the transportation cost of a city i for a given technology c to the other cities that are specialized in this technology c increases on average the
probability of the city i to specialize in the technology c by 0.0636%. In column 2 we test
11 We

chose these thresholds because the average speed of HSR network is 250 km per hour and it needs one
hour to cover a distance of 250 km.
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Table 4: Transportation cost and patent co-applications - OLS

Dep. var. =

Co-applications
(1)
-0.2200∗∗
[0.0993]

IHS Transportation Cost
Less than 250 km
250-499 km
500-749 km
750-999 km
1000-1249 km
More than 1250 km
Sample Size
City Origin x Destination FE
Destination FE x Year FE
Origin FE x Year FE

546516
Yes
Yes
Yes

(2)
-5.2621∗∗∗
[1.2108]
-1.7035
[1.0521]
-0.8481∗
[0.4847]
-0.3845
[0.5489]
-1.5054
[1.5293]
0.6636
[0.8525]
546516
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: Gravity model based on equation 4 estimated with OLS and standard errors clustered at
the origin and destination city. The patent co-applications are the patent co-applications between
each pair of cities. The total transportation cost is the total computed transportation cost using the
HSR between each pair of cities.
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Table 5: Transportation cost and the mobility of inventors - OLS

Dep. var. =
IHS Transportation Cost
Less than 250 km
250-499 km
500-749 km
750-999 km
1000-1249 km
More than 1250 km
Sample Size
City Origin x Destination FE
Destination FE x Year FE
Origin FE x Year FE

Mobility
(1)
(2)
-0.0001
[0.0035]
-0.5004∗∗∗
[0.1186]
-0.0626∗∗∗
[0.0185]
-0.0018
[0.0151]
0.0203
[0.0141]
0.0356∗∗
[0.0173]
0.0820∗∗∗
[0.0226]
845292
845292
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: Gravity model based on equation 4 estimated with OLS and standard errors clustered at
the origin and destination city. The inventors are the labor flows of the inventors that move from one
city to the other. The total transportation cost is the total computed transportation cost using the
HSR between each pair of cities.
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the effect of patent co-applications on the probability of a city to specialize. We find that
co-applications across cities reinforces the probability of a city to specialize in a given technology in which other cities are specialized. In column 3 we restrict our sample until 2014
in order to make it comparable with the model that uses the mobility of inventors as a variable of interest mobility is only available until 2014). We introduce in our model the flow of
inventors from the cities that are specialized in a given technology to the rest of the cities in
the sample (columns 4 and 5). Our evidence suggests that one standard deviation increase in
the number of flows of inventors is associated with a 0.0115% in the probability of a city to
specialize in a given technology. In column 6 of Table 6, we explore the effect of mobility and
patent co-applications at the same time on the probability of a city to specialize in anovel
technological field. Both of them are positive and highly significant. One standard
deviation increase in the number of patent co-applications is associated with a 0.0154%
increase in the probability of a city to specialize in a given technology. In the column 7,
we include in the same regression all our measures that affect the probability of entry. In
all the specifications the relatedness density is highly significant and positive. One standard deviation increase in the relatedness density index corresponds to a 0.0076% increase
in the probability of a city to gain technological advantage in a given technology, column 7.
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Table 6: Technological specialization model

Dep. var. =
IHS Change of Median Transportation Cost
Relatedness Density
R-squared
Sample Size
City*IPC FE
City*Year FE
Year*IPC FE

Entry
(1)
0.0021∗∗∗
[0.0007]
0.0024∗∗∗
[0.0004]
0.31
1629435
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is binary and switches to 1 if a city has a comparative advantage in a specific technological field. Median
transportation cost is the median computed transportation cost using the HSR to the cities that are specialized in a given technology.
Patent co-applications are the patent co-applications of every city with the cities that are specialized in a given technology. Inflow of
inventors are the inventors that move from one city that specialize in a given technology to the other cities. The relatedness density index
for each set region-technology indicates how close a technology is to the existing technological base of a city. The technological base of a
city is considered to consist of those technologies in which a city has developed a specialization, measured as the Revealed Technological
Advantage (RTA). We include city*ipc fixed effects, city*year fixed effects and year*ipc fixed effects. OLS model based on equations 5 and
6 with clustered standard errors at the city level are reported in the brackets.
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6

Conclusion

This paper explores the role of the expansion of the HSR on innovation activity in China.
Firstly, our analysis contributes to the growing literature about the effect of transportation networks on innovation activity (Andersson et al., 2020; Agrawal et al., 2017; Perlman,
2015; Tamura, 2017; Inoue and Nakajima, 2017; Cui et al., 2020) by using a brand new
disambiguated Chinese inventors dataset (Yin et al., 2020) covering the entire universe
of CNIPA patent applications. In addition, we rely on historical couriers’ stations as a
novel instrument, to create exogenous variation for our analysis. We report evidence that
connectivity to HSR enhances the patenting activity of a city. Our results remain highly
significant when we remove the large urban centers meaning that the effect on innovation
is also driven by second and third tier cities. Our results are also robust to air connectivity.
Secondly, we aim at providing evidence of some of the mechanisms that may work when
analyzing the role of the HSR on innovation diffusion. We focus on the impact that HSR
may have on the mobility of inventors, on the collaboration across inventors in different
cities as well as on the technological diversification of cities. In order to do it, we compute
transportation costs for every pair of cities based on the speed of HSR lines. We provide
evidence that the reduction in transportation costs fosters patent co - applications across
cities. In addition, we argue that the roll-out of HSR network facilitates labor flows of inventors for the cities that are within 500 km distance. We contribute in the literature about
the factors that drive the diversification of regions (Petralia et al., 2017; Balland et al., 2019;
Rigby, 2015; Bahar et al., 2020) by presenting for the first time evidence that the probability
of a city to specialize in a new technological field, comes as a result of the specialization
patterns of the cities to which the city connects through HSR. In addition, we argue that
HSR promotes diffusion linkages such as the mobility of the inventors and co-applications
which enhance the probability of a city to specialize in order to rule out its impact so as to
have the net impact of the reduction of costs thanks to HSR.
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Appendix: Additional Tables
Table 7: HSR stations with speed more than 200km per hour and Innovation
Dep. var. =
(1)
OLS
-0.1194∗∗∗
[0.0371]
0.6214∗∗∗
Average Night Light
[0.1832]
0.5593∗∗∗
Flight Passengers
[0.1696]
R-squared
0.83
Panel B
IV
IHS Distance to Stations -0.2497∗∗∗
[0.0899]
0.5510∗∗∗
Average Night Light
[0.1858]
0.5327∗∗∗
Flight Passengers
[0.1720]
First-Stage F-stat
23.26
Sample Size
3141
City FE
Yes
Year FE
Yes
Sample
Full
Panel A
IHS Distance to Stations

Patents per capita
(2)
(3)
OLS
OLS
-0.1215∗∗∗
-0.1314∗∗∗
[0.0365]
[0.0383]
0.6592∗∗∗
0.6392∗∗∗
[0.1808]
[0.1886]
0.5934∗∗∗
0.4058∗∗
[0.1498]
[0.1831]
0.77
0.75
IV
IV
-0.2179∗∗
-0.2132∗∗
[0.0874]
[0.0861]
∗∗∗
0.6098
0.5997∗∗∗
[0.1781]
[0.1867]
0.5622∗∗∗
0.3806∗∗
[0.1579]
[0.1907]
23.15
23.08
3105
2988
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Second and Third
Third

Notes: The dependent variable is the number of patents divided by popula- tion.
Distance to high speed rail stations contains the straight line distance in meters
from the most populous point of a city to the closest high speed rail-way
station with a speed more than 200km per hour. Average night light data controls
for the economic activity of a city. We control for the average crop- land area
and the average land used for grazing. The variable distance to aHSR station
has been transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine transfor- mation. Panel
A contains the OLS results based on equation 1 and panel B theIV estimates
based on equation 3. Clustered standard errors at the city levelare reported
in the brackets.
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Table 8: Total Transportation cost and technological specialization model

Dep. var. =
IHS Total Transportation Cost
R-squared
Sample Size
City*IPC FE
City*Year FE
Year*IPC FE

Entry
(1)
-0.0131∗∗∗
[0.0030]
0.31
1629435
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: The dependent variable is binary and switches to 1 if a city has a comparative advantage in a specific technological field. The main independent variable is the total computed transportation cost from
any most populous city point to the most populous city points that are specialized in a given technological field. We include city*ipc fixed effects, city*year fixed effects and year*ipc fixed effects. OLS model with
clustered standard errors at the city level are reported in the brackets.
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